Biography

Jeff Sample has devoted the past 19 years to transforming companies through technology by educating others on the value of a secure and thriving IT ecosystem.

Jeff optimizes companies throughout the construction industry by designing solutions, optimizing strategic advantages, and breaking down information silos. Based in Vail, Colorado, his passion for outdoor adventure led to triathlons and Ironman competitions eventually garnering him the moniker "The Ironman of IT."

Jeff studied Software Lifecycle as a DevOps Engineer where he learned and developed software solutions for ecommerce, security, compliance, as well as several operational environments. He also honed his skills in SaaS design, API's, and implementing cloud solutions that scale; he's transformed how companies create and apply solid infrastructures for IT ecosystems.

Jeff's signature technology solutions place emphasis on functionality and fiscal responsibility.

His work encompasses a wide breadth of industries including: Ski Resorts, Hospitality, Real Estate, Health Care, and now Construction Technology.

He currently serves as a member of the AGC IT Steering committee, assisting the organization's momentum toward improving the quality of construction. Jeff evaluates AEC companies' technology needs and provides custom solutions and road maps with JBKnowledge Consulting Services Team. You can tune-in to hear Jeff weekly on The ConTechCrew podcast or catch his presentations at The ConTech Roadshows.

To subscribe to the JBKnowledge blog visit: jbknowledge.com